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Abstract. We study the semantics of a definite Horn clause program distributed over a fixed finite 
number of sites. We present a least fixed-point characterization and then describe the operational 
semantics of distributed refutations using a process model. 
1. Motivation 
Let L be a logical language, p a sentence of L and T a set of L-sentences. Write 
T k,p to mean that there is a finite proof of p from T, using an inference system 
1. Let Mod(T) denote the collection of all models of T. In logic programming, L 
is thought of as a programming language, T as a logic program and Mod(T) as the 
set of denotations of T. The proof T k,p is given an operational meaning (usually 
referred to as the procedural interpretation) with Z, a refutation procedure, giving 
the operational semantics; the proof is seen as the “execution” of T resulting in a 
“computation” of p. 
Given such a framework, the question we would like to study can be posed as 
follows: let pl,. . .,pn (n>O) be sentences of L and Tr,...,T, be n sets of 
L-sentences. We look for a notion of T, I-,p, (1 s i s n) standing for concurrent 
deductions, in such a way that Mod( T,), . . . , Mod( T,,) can be described as the 
behaviours of a distributed system. This would give us the concept of a distributed 
logic program. Parodying the maxim, “deduction = computation” prevalent in logic 
programming, our question can be phrased as “concurrent deduction = distributed 
computation?” 
While the question can be studied in its generality as mentioned above, in this 
paper, we follow the majority of logic programming researchers and confine our 
attention to Horn clause programs. Usually L (above) is the clausal form of predicate 
logic, T is a set of definite Horn clauses, Herbrand models are considered for 
Mod(T), and resolution is used to give proofs T i- p. This provides for clean and 
elegant semantics, without losing expressive power. The most remarkable gain of 
this approach is that given a logic program, all its consequences can be determined 
by examining a single model, which is the intersection of all its models. The semantics 
of logic programs has been extensively studied [l, 5, 7, 9, 10, 121. 
In this paper, we study the semantics of a system of definite Horn clause programs 
P,, . . . , P,,, where 1,. . . , n denote a fixed finite set of sites. Since P= IJY,, P, is 
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again a set of definite clauses, the meaning of the system of programs could trivially 
be given as the meaning of P. But then the denotations would hardly give the 
distributed nature of the system. We would like to build the meanings P,, . . , P,, 
separately and see how they need to be combined as we build them. 
In the next section, we give a least fixed-point characterization of the semantics 
in the style of [ 11. In particular, we study two different mappings on interpretations, 
which differ in the way they build meanings locally and globally, but which agree 
on the least fixed point. 
In Section 3, we study resolution for the distributed system of definite Horn clause 
programs. A refutation is a syntactic entity intended to demonstrate the unsatisfiabil- 
ity of a set of clauses. We now get tuples of refutation trees which are compatible 
in some sense. We show that distributed derivations are sound and complete for 
success as well as finite failure a la [lo]. 
However, such a description hides the distributed nature of execution. In Section 
4, we relate distributed derivations to a process model, which gives more detail of 
the way in which processes associated with Horn clause programs synchronize. This 
throws up many questions conventionally studied in distributed systems, like syn- 
chronization and deadlocking. 
We conclude the paper with a discussion on related issues and other work. The 
work presented here is a part of [ 161, to which the reader is referred for more details 
on distributed logic programs. The material in this paper, without the section on 
process model, appeared as [17]. 
2. Semantics 
Assume that we are given countable and disjoint sets of function symbols, predicate 
symbols and variables and with each function symbol and predicate symbol, an 
appropriate arity is associated. A zero-ary function is called a constant. A term is 
a constant, a variable, or of the form f( t,, . . . , n , t ) where f is a function symbol of 
arity n and t,,. . . , t, are terms. An atom or atomic formula is of the form 
Fqt,, . . . , t,n), where P is a predicate symbol of arity m and t,, . . . , t, are terms. 
Definition 2.1. A clause is of the form 
A I,..., A,+&,...,&,, n 3 0, m a 0, 
where A,, . . . , A,,, B,, . . . , B,, are atoms. If m = 0 and n = 1, we call the clause an 
assertion or fact, and often omit the backward arrow symbol. If n = 0 and m > 0, 
then the clause is said to be a negative clause. If m = n =O, then we say it is an 
empty clause, denoted Cl. A Horn clause has 0 G n s 1 and 0~ m. A dejinite clause 
has n = 1 and m z 0. A logic program is a set of definite clauses. 
Definition 2.2. Substitution 0 is an operation, which given an expression (atom, 
clause) e, replaces uniformly throughout e every occurrence of a variable u by a 
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term t. If e is an expression and 0 a substitution, the result of applying 8 on e is 
written e0 and is called an instance of e. We say that expressions e and e’ are 
uni$able when there exists 8 such that e0 = e’B and 0 is said to be a unifier of e 
and e’. 
Assume the existence of a fixed finite number of sites, indexed by the set { 1,. . . , n}. 
Associated with each site is a set of definite clauses. The tuple of sites defines the 
system of logic programs. 
Definition 2.3. A distributed logic program (DLP) is a tuple (P, , . . . , P,,), where P, 
is the set of definite clauses associated with site i. Let P = U I P,. P is said to be the 
composite program and each of the P,s is referrred to as component programs in the 
system, respectively. 
Throughout the paper, we implicitly consider a DLP (P, , . . , P,) and we refer 
to P, Pt, etc. to refer to these programs, unless otherwise explicitly mentioned. 
The Herbrand Base of a DLP is simply the Herbrand Base of its composite 
program P, denoted HB( P), the set of all variable-free atoms (called ground atoms) 
containing no predicate or function symbols other than those occurring in P. An 
interpretation is a tuple (I,, . . . , I,), where for each j, Z, is a subset of HB(P). We 
use the letter Z to denote the tuple (I,, . . . ,I,). 
Definition 2.4. Given an interpretation Z = (I,, . . Z ) the notion that Z is a model ., n 7 
of program P, is defined as follows: 
(a) An atom A is true in Z iff there is a j E {l, . . . , n} such that A E Z, ; in that 
case, we say A is true at j in I. 
(b) A variable-free instance of a clause BO + B, , . . , B,, m 2 0 is true at j in Z 
iff BO is true at j in Z or at least one of the Z&;, 1 s kc m, is not true in I. 
(c) A clause is true at j in Z iff each of its variable-free instances is true at j in I. 
(d) Z is a model of P, iff each of the clauses in P, is true at j in I. 
It can be easily verified that if (I,, . . . , I,) and (I{, . . . , I’,) are models of P,, then 
so is (Z, n 1’1, . . . , I, n I’,). Further, the n-tuple (HB(P), . . . , HB(P)) is always a 
model of P,, so intersecting arbitrary families of models of P, pointwise makes sense. 
Therefore we can consider the intersection of all models of a program Pi, which is 
necessarily unique and is called the least model of P,. Z is said to be the least model 
of a DLP iff for all j, Z is the least model of P,. 
The following loose description should explain the intuition: if BO* B, , . . . , B, 
is a clause at site j, then j “knows” B. provided the conjunction B, A . . . A B,,, is 
“distributed knowledge” in the DLP. 
Let PH denote the set of all subsets of the Herbrand Base of lJ:_, P,. Note that 
(PH, C) is a complete lattice with the empty set B as its bottom element and PH 
as its top element. Now let Z G I’ iff Z, G Z: for all j. We also have (PH”, S) as a 
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complete lattice with the bottom element E = (8,. . , a) and the top element 
(PH, . . . , PH). 
With each Pj, we associate a transformation Fj on interpretations from PH” to PH. 
Definition 2.5. A E F,(Z) iff there exists a clause B,+ B,, . , B,, ma0 in P, such 
that for some 19, B,B = A and for all k, 1 G k s m, there exists h, 1 G h 5 n such that 
BI, 8 E I,, 
Let F be the transformation that “collects” all the 4’s together. 
Definition 2.6. F is a function from PH” to PH” such that 
F(I) = (F,(I), . . . , F,(I)). 
Fact 2.7. F is monotonic under C. 
Since F is a monotonic operator on a complete lattice, by Knaster-Tarski theorem, 
F has a least fixed point, which can be constructed as follows (F is in fact a 
continuous map): 
I”=($5 ,..., @), Zk+‘= F(I“). 
The least fixed point of F is simply U, F(Z”). 
Lemma 2.8. F(I) s I Iffor all j, I is a model of P,. 
Proof. Let Fj(I) G I,. We show that 1 is a model of P,. Suppose not. Therefore, 
there is a clause in P, which is not true at j in I. Let this clause be of the form 
Bo+B,,..., B,, m 2 0. If m = 0, then for some 0, BOB g I,. However, by definition 
of F,, every such BOB is in F,(Z) for every I, and hence in particular, BOB E F,(I). 
Thus, B,,fIg F,(I) and B,,Bg Z,, contradicting the assumption that F,(Z)c Z,. 
If m > 0, then for some 0, BOB& I,, and for all k, B& is true in I; that is, for all 
k, 1 s k s m, there exists h, 1s h d n, such that B&E Z,,. However, given this, by 
definition of F,, BoO E E;(I). This again contradicts F,(Z) c I,. 
The converse readily follows from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5. 0 
Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 together give us the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. The least model of a DLP is the same as the least fixed point of F 
associated with it. Moreover, this least$xed point can be constructed as F”((n, . . , II). 
It may be instructive to analyse how F, builds the meanings of the programs Pi 
simultaneously. The input to F, is not simply I,, but the entire tuple I. Thus the 
“global input” (I,, . . , Z,,) is simultaneously available to all F,, . . . , F,. We can 
see the input interpretation as being shared by all the programs in the system. 
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Example 2.10. Consider the DLP (P, , P2): 
p,: (1) P(O), Pz: R(x) + P(x), Q(x). 
(2) Q(x) + P(x), 
Let I, = Iz=p). Write P, Q, R for P(O), Q(O), R(O), respectively. 
F,(0,0) = IPI, F,({Pl, 0) = {P, Ql, F,({P, Ql, 0) = {P, Q>. 
Thus F,( 6 (0,0), 0) = lP, 0). 
F2(0,0) = 0, M{Pl, 0) = 0, F,({P, 01,0) = {RI. 
Thus F,(F,(F,(B, 0),0), 0) = {Rl. 
F(0,0) = ({Pi-, 0), F(F(0,0)) = (IP, 0>>0), 
F(F(F(0,0))) = ({P, 01, {RI), 
and this is the least fixed point. 
We could alternatively consider a semantics, where the meanings are built 
“locally” as far as possible. We would then expect that the meaning of a clause in 
P, be specified only in terms of Zj. However, the defining clause for the premise of 
some clause in P, may be in PL, where k # j and in this case, the meaning of that 
clause would also depend on clauses in Ph and on Ik. Further, more than one site 
can have a defining clause for the same predicate. Below we consider such a “local” 
semantics. 
Definition 2.11. L, is the “local” transformation defined as follows (let J c HB(P), 
where P is the composite program): A E L,(J) iff for some clause B,+ B,, . . , B, 
in P, such that for some 19, B,B = A and for all k, 1 s k d m, BkB E J. 
L, is also a monotone operator on (PH, c) and hence has a least fixed point. It 
is also continuous and its least fixed point is L;(a). 
Given L,, we can now construct T,, which builds meanings locally and “communi- 
cates” with T,, k fj, stepwise. 
Definition 2.12. T, : PH” X w + PH: 
r,(f, 0) = L,“(I,), 
T,(I, h + 1) = L,“(I, vu, T(4 h)). 
Example 2.13. Consider the DLP of Example 2.10: 
G(0) = {C Q>, -G(0) = 0, 
T,(0, h) = {P, Q} for all h. 
TAB, 0) = 0, T,(0,h)={R} forallh>O. 
Note that for all h, if I s J, then T,( I, h) c q(J, h). Recall that E is the “everywhere 
empty” interpretation ($4, . ,0). 
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Lemma 2.14. Vh Vj 7;(E, h) c 7;(E, h + 1). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on h. For the base case let h = 0. A E 7;(E, 0). 
Since I, = 0, A must be the variable-free instance of a clause in Pi without premises. 
Hence A E L;(0) and by monotonicity, AE L,“(X), for Xc HB(P). Thus AE 
T,(E, 1). 
For the induction step, assume that A E T,( E, h), but that A ,vi 7;( E, h + 1). That 
is, A & L,“(IJ, T,( E, h)), since I, = 0. Hence it may be that A does not unify with 
the conclusion of any clause in P,, in which case, for all Z, A& L,“(Z). Hence, 
A g 7;( E, k) for all k, which contradicts the assumption that A E q( E, h). Otherwise, 
A= B,B for some 0, and B,,+B,,. .., B,, is a clause in P, such that for some k, 
BkO s! U, Tr( E, h). By induction hypothesis, BkO & 7”( E, 1) for all 1~ h. In particular, 
BkO G U, T,( E, h - 1). Therefore, A@ T,( E, h), giving the required contradiction. 0 
Let T(Z, h) denote the tuple (T,(Z, h), . . . , T,(Z, h)), and let T(Z, w) denote the 
pointwise union U,, T( Z, h). Below we study the relationship between the F and T 
semantics. 
Question 2.15. VZ, is T( Z, W) G F”‘(Z)? 
Answer. No. As a counterexample, consider the DLP (P,, PJ: 
P, : (1) P(O)+ Q(O), R(O), Pz: (1) Q(O)+ S(O). 
Again (and in the examples below), write P, Q, R, S etc. to mean P(O), Q(O), R(O), 
S(O), respectively. Let Z = ({R}, {S}). F”(Z) = (0, {Q}), but T( Z, w) = ({P}, {Q}), 
Question 2.16. VZ, is F”(Z) < T(Z, o)? 
Answer. No. As a counterexample, consider the DLP (P, , PJ below: 
P, : (1) P(O) + O(O), P2: (1) R(0). 
Let Z = (0, (0, RI). F”(I) = ({PI, {RI). H owever, for all h, we have T, (Z, h) = 0 and 
T,(Z, h) = {R). 
Question 2.17. Is F”(Z) = T(Z, w), when Z is a model of P? 
Answer. No. Consider the DLP in Question 2.16. Let Z = ({P}, {Q, R}). Again, 
F”(Z) = ({Z?, {RI) and T(Z, w) = (0, {RI). 
Question 2.18. Is F”(Z) = T(Z, w), when Z is a fixed point of F? 
Answer. No. Consider (P,, P2) below: 
P, : (1) P(O)+ O(O), P*: (1) O(O)+P(O). 
Let Z = ({P}, {Q}). Then F(Z) = I. But T(Z, w) = (00). 
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However, all is not lost yet. Though F and T do not have the same fixed points, 
they do agree on the least model. In the example above, the least model is in fact 
(fl, @), and for this both F and T coincide. In the previous examples of Questions 
2.16 and 2.17, the least model is (0, {R}) and then F(Z) = T(Z, w). The following 
theorem asserts that these are not mere accidents. 
Theorem 2.19. F”(E) = T( E, w). 
Proof. We can show by an easy induction on k that Vk, Vj, 
AEF,~+‘(E) iff AE 7;(E, k). 0 
Thus we have shown two different ways of building the meaning of distributed 
Horn clause programs, both of which yield the same meaning when we treat the 
least fixed point of that operator as the meaning of the program. 
We now turn our attention to another aspect of logic program semantics. Lassez 
and Maher [lo] have shown that the complement of the greatest fixed point of the 
transformation can be seen as a definition of the ground finite failure set of the 
program. We confirm that their result goes through in the context of distributed 
Horn clause programs. 
Definition 2.20. Let A E HB( P). A is jinitely failed in P,, denoted A E FF,, if and 
only if, for some d z= 0, A is failed by depth d, denoted A e FF:, defined as follows: 
A E FFP iff, for all clauses B, +- B, , . . . , B, in Pi, for all variable-free substitutions 
0, BoB#A. AEFF;+’ iff, for every clause BO+ B,, . . , , B, in Pii, if B,,f3 - A then 
3k, l~k~m,Vjl<j~n, B,OEFFP. 
Note that by definition of FF;, if A E FF:‘, then A E FFf+’ as well. We have the 
following theorem, where H denotes HB(P) and X denotes the complement of X 
in H. 
Theorem 2.21. FF, = U, F;(H). 
Proof. We show by induction on k that for all k, we have FF: = F:+‘(H). For the 
base case, let k = 0. Suppose A E FF). Clearly A g Fj( H). Conversely suppose that 
A$ F,(H). Then for all clauses in P,, there is no matching conclusion for A, so 
A E FFP, or there is some clause B. + B, , . . . , B,, in Pi such that BoO = A, where 0 
is a variable-free substitution, but for some k, BktI g H. But surely the latter case is 
impossible, since H is the Herbrand base of l? 
For the induction step, assume that the theorem is true for all k’ < k. If A E FFf;, 
it follows from the definition of FF, and the induction hypothesis that As? Ff”( H). 
Conversely, if for every clause in P, whose conclusion matches A for some 8, there 
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is a premise B, such that Bjf3 .@ IJ, Ff( H), by the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
BjO E IJ,. FFF-‘. By definition, then A E FF”. 0 
3. Refutations 
In a distributed logic program, we have a fixed number of sites, say n. With each 
site is associated a set of definite clauses. The operational understanding of these 
clauses as programs can be obtained by studying proof procedures, where various 
sites “cooperate” in producing a proof. 
Traditionally, operational semantics is given by describing configurations of a 
machine and transitions on them. In logic programs, the state of a program is the 
set of theorems derivable from the axioms (clauses) in that program. Thus the state 
of a distributed logic program can be specified by determining the theorems provable 
at each site. The inference rule of proof describes transitions, in the sense that new 
theorems are derived from old theorems. 
For example, consider P, which has the clause “A+ B” and P2 which has the 
clause “B”. Now “A” is a theorem of P, and Pz together, but not individually. 
When proof proceeds by refutation, P, attempts to refute “A”, and finds that “A” 
can be refuted provided “B” can be refuted. P2, in an attempt to refute “B” finds 
a contradiction. 
When we have definite clauses, we have atoms in clauses and hence we need to 
find terms instantiating variables. If we have a clause A+ B, C then the refutation 
for A depends on those for B and C and we must ensure that all these refutations 
instantiate variables in a consistent manner. 
Definition 3.1. Substitution 0, is said to be compatible with substitution Or iff for 
all variables u E dom( 0,) n dom( O,), ~0, and ~0, unify simultaneously. 
Note that compatibility is a reflexive and symmetric binary relation on substitu- 
tions. When we extend compatibility to a set S of substitutions, compatibility is an 
equivalence relation on S. In that case, we denote the equivalence class of substitution 
0 by [O]. Thus, [O,] = [O,] would mean that the substitutions 0, and 0, belong to 
the same equivalence class of compatibility. 
Proposition 3.2. Zf a set of substitutions S is compatible, then 3 0 : V&E S, dom( 0’) 5 
dom( 0) and [ 0’1 = [ 01. 
Proof. The proof is easy, by induction on finite subsets of S. If the result is true 
for any proper subset S’ of S and 13’ E S -S’, then by induction hypothesis, and by 
equivalence of compatibility, we obtain [ 01 = [ 0’1. Therefore, there exists u such 
that for all ~1 E dom( 0) n dom( O’), (vO)v = ( v@)v. Clearly, Ou u O’a is a function. 
Let this be the new 8; we have dom( 0’) E dom( 0). 0 
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Example 3.3. Consider substitutions 8,) 02, 8x below: 
8 I : x,lg(.Y,), %!/.f(~d, 
02: x,/f(4), YI/~, 
0,: x,/h(5), x*/f(4). 
0, and & are compatible, but 8, and & are not. Let 0 = {x,/g(y,), x,/f(4), y,/6}. 8 
is the substitution which is compatible with both 0, and & and whose domain 
includes that of 8, and oz. 
The idea of compatible substitutions is that when variables shared among subgoals 
have to be instantiated, this is done in a consistent manner. We now define distributed 
refutation below. 
Definition 3.4. Let A E HB( P). The distributed derivation of P, for A is a tree with 
atoms and substitutions at its nodes as follows: 
(a) The root of the tree contains the atom A. 
(b) There is a branch from a node x having atom A to a leaf node having 0 
only if there is a clause B in P, without premises such that B8 = A for some 8. Then 
the node x also has 0. 
(c) There are m branches from a node x having atom A (WI > 0), only if there is 
a clause of the form BO+ B, , . . . , B, in P,, such that for all k, 1 G k s m, there is a 
branch from the node x to a node y, which is the root of the distributed derivation 
of Pk, for BkO, where B,B = A and 1 d k, =S n. The node x also has 0’ only if for all 
k, the node yk has a substitution Br such that B,8’= A and [e’] = [ @,I = . . . = [O,]. 
Definition 3.5. The distributed refutation of Pi for atom A is a distributed derivation 
of P, for A which has a substitution 0 at its root. 
Operationally, atoms are sent to all sites to perform refutations simultaneously. 
As soon as a contradiction is found for some instance at some site, the appropriate 
subgoal is solved and that substitution is passed up the tree. When all subgoals are 
solved, the “correct” substitution is available at the root of the tree. Note that a 
refutation is always a finite tree with q at its leaf nodes. 
Definition 3.6. The success set of a DLP = {A E HB(P) ) for some i, 1 s is n, P, has 
a distributed refutation for A}. 
We now show that distributed derivations are sound and complete for success. 
The proofs are essentially the same as in [15]. Assume again that E stands for the 
interpretation (a,. . , (4). 
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Theorem 3.7. The success set of a DLP is contained in its least model. 
Proof. Let A be an atom and consider the distributed refutation of P, for A. We 
show that for some k, A E F:(E). Consider the root node. Let the clause associated 
be B,cB,,..., B,, m 2 0. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of 
non-leaf nodes in the refutation tree having substitutions. 
The base case is trivial. There is only one non-leaf node with a branch leading 
to a leaf node having 0. Then m = 0 and the required k is 1. 
For the induction step, we have m > 0, and by clause (c) of Definition 3.4, there 
are m branches to nodes having Bj and 0, such that B,,B = A and [ 01 = [e,] =. . . = 
[em], and these are root nodes of refutation trees P,,, for Bjej, respectively. By 
induction hypothesis, there is a kj such that Bjej E F:;(E). Let k be the maximum 
of all the k,. Since Fh, is monotonic, we have B/3, E F:)(E). By compatibility of 
substitutions, BjO E Fi (E). Let I = F’(E). We have that, for allj, there is an h such 
that B,e E Zh. By definition, A E F:+‘(E). 0 
Theorem 3.8. The least model of a DLP is contained in its success set. 
Proof. We have to show that for all k B 0, if A E F:(E), for some i, then Pi has a 
distributed refutation for A. Suppose A E F:(E). Then there is a clause B,+- 
BI,..., B,, m 2 0, in P, such that BOO = A for some 0. 
The construction is straightforward. Associate a node with each of the atoms 
above. If m = 0, add another node with 0 and put 0 in the parent node. Otherwise, 
attach each of the BjO nodes to the roots of the respective refutation trees, which 
exist by the induction hypothesis. 0 
We now show that distributed derivations are sound and complete, not only for 
success, but also for finite failure. 
Definition 3.9. A distributed derivation is said to be jinitely failed, when it is a finite 
tree and there is no substitution at the root node. 
Theorem 3.10. Distributed derivations are sound with respect to (ground) jinite failure. 
Proof. Let A be an atom for which every derivation of P, is finitely failed. We show 
by induction on k, that if every k-depth derivation of Pi is finitely failed, then, for 
some d, A E FF:‘. 
For the base case, we have only the root node, which is also the leaf node, having 
the atom A and no 0. Then, for every clause in P,, the conclusion does not unify 
with A. By definition, A E FFP. 
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Assume that for every k-depth finitely failed tree the theorem holds. Let A be 
such that every (k+ l)-depth derivation is finitely failed. Now, the root has atom 
A and there are m branches to nodes having atoms I?,, 1 ~j< m, which are roots 
of derivation trees of P,,, for BjO, 1 s h, G n. We have two cases. 
(i) There is a j such that the node having atom B, has no substitution. That is, 
for some 8, such that B,8 = A, P,,, has a finitely failed derivation for B;. But that 
derivation can have at most k depth, so by induction hypothesis, for some d, 
B,O E FF:,. By definition of FF, A E FFf+‘, and we are done. 
(ii) Every one of the branches leads to a successful node, but the set of substitu- 
tions S = (0,) . . . , O,} is not compatible. Let S’ be any maximal compatible subset 
of S. (Trivially, S’ can at least be a singleton, so it need not be empty.) Let 0’ be 
the substitution extending S’ as in Proposition 3.2. Set all the m substitutions to 0’. 
Now it must be that for every such O’, 3j : 1 c j G m, for all h, every k-depth derivation 
of P,, for B,O’ must be finitely failed; otherwise, there would be a (k + 1)-depth tree 
which would be successful, contradicting the assumption. Then we can apply the 
induction hypothesis, as in case (i), to complete the induction. 0 
Theorem 3.11. Distributed derivations are also complete with respect to (ground) jinite 
failure. 
Proof. Straightforward from the definition of FF:’ and that of a finitely failed 
derivation, by induction on d. 0 
These theorems demonstrate the equivalence of the operational semantics with 
the least fixed-point semantics of distributed Horn clause programs presented in 
the earlier section. 
4. Process model 
Admittedly, the distributed nature of execution is quite hidden in the description 
of refutations presented in the last section. While it is clear that some kind of 
synchronization is necessary to ensure compatibility of substitutions between various 
nodes, there is no hint about which processes synchronize and on what actions. 
Below, we attempt to rectify this shortcoming. We present an alternative (but 
equivalent) operational semantics in terms of substitution sequences. Synchroniz- 
ation is a restriction on how these sequences can be merged. 
Consider an informal outline of distributed derivations from an implementer’s 
point of view. 
(a) Associate a “server” process with each clause, say B,+ B,, . . . , B,, which 
accepts a request in the form of an atomic formula A from a “client” process. 
(b) In case m = 0, the server finds a substitution 0 such that B,,O = A and answers 
the client; in case no such f3 can be found, a “fail” message is sent to the client. 
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(c) If m > 0, the server makes a binding 8 such that BOB = A and sends off requests 
to various server processes for e,O, j = 1, . . . , m, and waits. If it receives a “fail” 
message from any of them, it propagates the failure to its own client. Otherwise, if 
it receives 0:, . . . , 0; from these processes such that there is a 0 compatible with 
them all, it sends the client the substitution 0’ as the answer to the request and waits 
for other requests. 
Such a “server-client” model can be described using standard techniques in 
operational semantics, e.g. by giving a Plotkin-style transition system. It is easy to 
ensure that the client continues to be in a “wait” state while the server processes 
the request. Propagation of “fail” messages is non-trivial, but can be achieved 
systematically. 
Unfortunately, the scenario is complicated by the problem of synchronization. 
What happens when a process receives two incompatible substitutions? Tradi- 
tionally, logic programming implementations tend to backtrack and try other substi- 
tutions. It is here that distributed execution becomes difficult. Since the processes 
do not share the same environment, one process does not have access to instantiations 
obtained by another. A compatible substitution may never be found, if processes 
were to retry independently, only exchanging solutions via messages. 
We need a notion of a group of processes synchronizing on a set of actions. 
Intuitively, each process proceeds independently while performing “local” actions 
but needs to wait for the others when it needs to do a “shared” action. In distributed 
logic programs, the relevant notion of action is that of variable instantiation, and 
sharing actions consists in shared variable instantiation among subgoals. Unlike 
general distributed systems, we do not require that processes do shared actions in 
the same order; we only require that they become instantiated to un$able terms. 
Below, we consider instantiation sequences and look at how they can be synchron- 
ized. Sequences are useful, in that we can study the way processes may make 
instantiations incrementally synchronizing on arbitrarily long terms. Let t = 
0*1^2’ . . . “k, where A denotes concatenation. We can have one process working 
on the odd terms and another on the even terms, synchronizing all along: 
t/O”& t/onX,n2nX, t/O”X,n2nX2n4nx,. . ) 
t/y,^l^y, t/y,AlAy2”3Ay,. . . . 
These two sequences synchronizing on t would give the sequence of instantiations 
performed by the system as a whole for t. 
So much for motivation. Below, we call a pair (u/t), where u is a variable and t 
is a term, a unit substitution. Let Var denote the countable set of variables defined 
in the syntax of DLPs in Section 2. By Var(A), we mean the set of variables occurring 
in A. 
Let A(P) be the set of all unit substitutions over HB( P), where P is a DLP. Let 
SEQ(P) = (A(P) u “fail”)*, be the set of all unit substitution sequences, where we 
have a special symbol “fail”, which will be used to denote inability to find matching 
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substitutions. We let h, , h,, . . . range over SEQ(P), and H,, Hz,. . . range over 
%SEQ). 
Definition 4.1. Let A E Var. h, and h2 are said to synchronize over A iff for every 
u E A, 3 a substitution A such that (h, ]v)h = (h,]v)h, where h lv stands for the 
sequence obtained by omitting substitutions in h, which are not of the form v/t. 
Let p( 0) stand for the set of sequentializations of 0, that is, the set 0 written out 
as sequences of unit substitutions. The following proposition is obvious. 
Proposition 4.2. Let h, E p( 0,) and h2 E p( 0,). h, and h2 synchronize over dom( 0,) n 
dom( 0,) ifl [ t3,] = [f&l. 
Definition 4.3. With each program ejp,, 1 .-J < s n, associate a map Seqj : P, x HB( P) + 
B(SEQ): 
Seqi(B,~t,A)={hEp(8)IBo8-A} 
u {(“fail”)1 B,,O # A, t/O}, 
Seqi(BO+- B,, . . . , B,, A) 
={h~p(B’)IA=B,,O,forsome O,~C;,EP ,,,..., 
C,,>, E p,,,,: 3h E Seqf,(Pi,, BIN, . . . , 
h, E Ses,,,,(P, ,,, KJ), tlj, ,h E (0, 1, . . . , ml, hi, and hjZ 
synchronize over Var( B,, 0) n Var( B,?(3)} 
u {(“fail”) (A # B,B, for all 8, or 
A-B,Oimplies3k~{l,..., m}Vi~{l,..., n} 
VC E Pi : Seq,(C, Bke) = {(“fail”}}}. 
Not surprisingly, the definition closely mirrors that of finite failure as far as the 
“fail” elements go; they are intended to represent finite failure. The rest is a recursive 
definition as in the case of distributed derivations. The following proposition follows 
trivially from the definitions. 
Proposition 4.4. A is jinitel_v failed in (P,, . . . , P,,) ifl Vic(l,. . , n}, VC E P,, 
Seq,( C, A) = {(“fail”)}. 
Theorem 4.5. The success set of (P,, . . . , P,,) is 
{AEHB(P)(gi, 1 G i G n, 3C E P,, 3h E Seqi(C, A): h #(“fail”)}. 
Proof. Given an atom A in the success set, one proceeds by induction on the number 
of non-leaf nodes in the distributed refutation of, say P,, for A. In the induction 
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step, we obtain a set of compatible substitutions. Proposition 4.2 ensures that we 
can find synchronizing sequences from the sequentializations of these substitutions. 
For the other way, we need an explicit construction of the refutation tree. The 
proof is by a simple induction on the number of atoms in the selected clause whose 
existence is assured by the right-hand side of the result. In the induction step, from 
the m synchronizing sequences, we obtain a compatible set of substitutions 
IO,,..., B,,}. Appealing to Proposition 3.2, we can extend this set to 0 and since 
we are ensured that the sequence has no “fail” message, this 0 can be put in the 
root node. Thus. the derivation constructed is a refutation. 0 
Observe that the sequences we have considered can be arbitrarily long, but never 
infinite. This corresponds to the fact that we never considered infinite terms in the 
denotational semantics. A consequence of this is that if subgoals need to synchronize 
infinitely often, they cannot have a “merged” term. On the other hand, finite 
sequences where shared instantiations conflict are also omitted; this amounts to 
failure of synchronization, usually referred to as deadlocking. The examples below 
illustrate these observations. 
Example4.6. Assume a and b to be constants, a # 6. Consider the system (P, , P2, P3): 
P,: (1) P(E), P2: (1) O(F), 
(2) P(a”j)+ P(f), (2) O(a^b”j) + Q(j), 
(3) P(b^a^t) + P(t), 
91: (1) R(j)+ P(j), Q(j). 
Example 4.7 
P,: (1) P(U^&), P 2: (1) Q(b*E), 
(2) P(a^b*t)+ P(t), (2) O(b”a ^ j) + O(f)> 
91: (1) R(j)+ P(f), Q(j). 
In Example 4.6, when P and Q synchronize on “a”, Q requires a “b” to follow; 
therefore, the matching clause for P is (3), which causes an “a” to follow the “b” 
and this goes on for ever. In Example 4.7, since P requires to start with an “a” 
and Q with a “b”, they never synchronize, causing a “deadlock”. 
In the description above we have made essential use of multi-way synchronization. 
In what sense does this give a process model? Even at the risk of belabouring the 
point, we now set up a simple programming language where concurrent execution 
of processes is explicitly given and study how our model relates to processes in our 
new language. 
Let Act denote a countable set of actions and let II, denote a countable set of 
sequential programs over Act. The syntax of processes is given below. 
Definition 4.8. ZI::=p~l7,,l-k~,, ~T,IT\A)(T,~~-. .]IGT,) where Ac Act and I is an 
index set (at most countable). 
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The semantics of these processes will be given using sequences. Informally, 
programs in ZZO are sequential processes, whose syntax we prefer to ignore. We have 
summation of processes, which corresponds to non-deterministic choice. T\A is 
the process obtained by restricting the behaviour of v to actions in A. The parallel 
composition of processes is in the expected manner; they synchronize m-way over 
all shared actions. Given nesting of processes, we have a powerful language for 
expressing properties of concurrent synchronous processes. 
Definition 4.9 (semantics of processes in ZZ). Assume that we are given Z, : II, + Act”, 
where Z,(p) is the set of possible sequences for the sequential program p. Assume 
that we are also given & : l7,, -+ 2Act, where E,,(p) is the set of actions over which p 
is defined, the vocabulary of p. 
(a) E : I7 -3 2Act is defined as follows: 
(i) ~(P)=&(P), PE&, 
(4 z(+,,, ri) =Uit, C(ri), 
(iii) x(n\A)=2(~)nA, 
(iv) X(rr,lj.. j7rm)=Z(7r,)u.. .u2C(nm). 
(b) Z‘:ZZ+ Act* is defined as follows: 
(i) Z(P) = To(p), where P E no, 
(ii) r(+icl 7Ti) = UIt~ r(rl), 
(iii) T(T\A)={T[A(TE~(T)} 
(iv) r(n,ll. . .ll~,) ={T”E (I(~~ll. . .llrr,))*I 
37,Er(rrl) ,..., 3-,e~(7r~):Vjl,jrE{0, l,..., m}, 
~,,l~(~,,)n~(?,~)=~,~(~(~,,)n~(~j~), and 
VjE{l,..., m>, To[z:(nj) = 7,). 
Note that for all 7r, T(V) c (J?(r))*. 
We now set up a mapping from DLPs to processes defined above. This can be 
thought of as a “process implementation”; however, it should be borne in mind 
that we ignore many details which would be relevant to an implementation. 
Definition 4.10. Let P be the composite program of a DLP (P, , . . . , P*). Let Act, = 
A(P), the class of unit substitutions. 
(lr : Prog x HB( P) + II: 
ti(4i,A)= + $,(C,A), 
C’EP, 
$,( B + , A) = p E II,, such that B, f B, implies 
rCI,(&,+, A) f ICI,(& +, A), 
rCI,(&+ 6,. . . , Bm, A) 
= + + $,(C, &~)I(. . -II + 
( 
f @ICC, Bd) 0 
IiT CEP, itf CCP, )\ 
where Z = (1,. . . , n} and 13 is such that B,,0 = A. 
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We have to associate with each atomic program, a set of unit substitution sequen- 
ces: let ~,,(I,/I,(&+, A)) = {p(B)) Boo = A}. Below we show that the mapping set up 
here is faithful in some sense. Let Seq-(6, A) denote UcEP, Seq,( C, A) -{(“fail")}. 
Theorem 4.11. Seq-(P,, A) = T($(4, A)). 
Proof. Fix P, and A. Let C E Pj be of the form Bo+ B,, . . . , B,, m > 0. We show 
that Seq,j( C, A) = l'($,(C, A)). If m = 0, the result follows from the definition, as 
both the sets in the equation = U (p( 0)) BOB = A). 
When m > 0, the inductive assumptions leave us only to verify that the semantics 
of the 1) operator ensures synchronization of all shared actions. Since the 1) operator 
yields a merged sequence, the restriction to 0 ensures that the resulting sequence 
is only instantiations of variables in Bof3. The details of the proof are omitted, as 
they are tedious, but straightforward. 0 
The theory of Communicating Sequential Processes given by [S] and others have 
operators like the one mentioned above, but usually restricted to 2-way synchroniz- 
ation. Often the synchronization alphabet is explicitly specified. The specification 
of multi-way synchronization, with even stronger requirements like testing values 
before acceptance, is studied in [14]. 
Ideally, we would like a process model where distributed refutations proceed 
asynchronously and communicate by messages. Giving a clean operational message 
passing semantics for p/)q remains largely an unresolved problem in the theory of 
distributed computing. The problem lies in handling buffers and in identifying a 
received message with the one sent. In the restricted context of distributed logic 
programs, instantiations further complicate the issue. In [ 151 a beginning was made 
towards such a model, which was improved in [16]. However, the formulation is 
very messy and does not admit clean abstraction. 
5. Discussion 
While leaving details of synchronization to the implementer gives a clean seman- 
tics, such an approach is of no use if we wish to study synchronization problems 
in distributed systems using logic programs as specifications. While we have concen- 
trated merely on synchronized execution at the semantic level, for specification of 
synchronization, the works of [6] and [13] are far more suitable, where the subject 
is studied axiomatically. 
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Parallelism in the execution of logic programs has been extensively studied in 
recent years, notably in [4] using dataflow graphs, using pipelining as in [ll] and 
by clausal annotation as in the languages Concurrent Prolog [19] and Parlog [3]. 
These efforts are mainly oriented towards logic programming on parallel architec- 
tures and mainly concentrate on implementation issues. Distribution of clauses is 
studied in [21], over an Ethernet style network, but the semantic issues are not 
analysed. 
In 1201, a point is made that the standard declarative semantics of logic programs 
cannot be lifted to give semantics of parallelism in logic programs, as they involve 
synchronization. Our view has been to treat parallelism only as a property of 
execution, and hence to leave the declarative semantics the same. We feel that the 
spirit of logic programming demands that we write specifications only in a logic. 
Thus, we feel that attempts at capturing parallelism at a syntactic level can be 
successful only if they result in formulation of new logical operators which admit 
complete axiomatization, as for example in [6]. 
In [18] and [2], an attempt is made to provide structured operational semantics 
for parallelism in logic programming, the former in terms of Plotkin-style transition 
systems, and the latter using Milner’s CCS agents. Our process model is largely 
based on Hoare’s CSP-like ideas. 
Another motivation for DLPs not explored in this paper is that this may enable 
us to control order of evaluation of clauses for matching conclusions. The program- 
mer can specify a protocol, which specifies a search path through the network, and 
clauses from sites would be tried in that order. Unfortunately, this can lead to 
incompleteness. Some fairness notions can be introduced to study this problem, as 
done in [ 161, where backtracking is also studied using protocols. 
A crucial untouched question involves complexity: can distributing logic programs 
improve efficiency, and if so, what kind of distributions are necessary to maintain 
some bound on length of derivations? 
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